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From the unlimited 
extraction of natural 
resources and materials 
to the slow cultivation of 
luxury through custom 
designed  architectural bio-
marble components.

From importing natural resources to construct 
with to growing luxurious building material 
on-site.  Utilizing the Biorock material system 
to accrete opulent architectural building 
components.

From mass-production to mass-customization.  
Development of a factory system that is 
based on the site environmental conditions to 
produce unique building elements.

From instantaneous expansion to ecologically 
organized development. Building in 
relationship to the site environmental 
constraints, working with nature rather than 
against it. 

Programs:

-Coral sanctuary
-Architectural component factory
-Solar energy harvesting zone
-CNC production zone
-Holding and transportation zone

Co-Garden [CoG]

Actor+Agents:

-Biorock accretion
-Salt water
-Low voltage electricity
-Galvanized steel rods

Topographic region:

-Small isolated atolls
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Operational parameter:
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MI5.10
Co-Garden Plan [910 Cells]

CoGarden is composed of a 
bio-quarry and coral sanctuary 
completely submerged under water.  
Its objectives are to stabilize the 
unsedimented island sand, grow 
architectural building material to be 
used above water, and provide space 
for coral reef research to take place.
Using the contour lines as a gradient 
of pressure, each line is divided by 70 
points.  These points then become the 
basis for the voronoi algorithm, which 
determine the size of each Biorock 
growth cell.
Each cell, whether in the factory or 
coral sanctuary is designed with the 
optimum number of galvanized steel 
rods to accrete Bio Rock material over 
a three-year period of time.
Above water, the three islands 
are connected through a series 
of programs that include a Solar 
Energy Harvesting Zone, Component 
Production Zone, and a Holding and 
Transportation Zone.
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MI5.10
Digital and physical models

The production line of Co - Garden is 
arranged in a feedback loop between 
what is ecologically safe and the 
material demands of the factory.  
Primary operations are conducted 
by an architect, a marine biologist, 
and a structural engineer.  Design 
procedures are predominantly 
controlled by the marine biologist 
informing the architect of the 
sites environmental constraints.    
Secondary operations within the 
feedback loop are carried out by 
divers, stone masons, and students.  

Hollow wax accretion model
(bottom left)
This model addresses the idea of 
structural components being ac-
creted to a desired thickness and then 
removed from the water.  The stability 
of the component comes from the 
galvanized steel rods and not the 
biorock.

Solid wax accretion model
(bottom right)
Materiality of Biorock can be 
controlled by changing the levels of 
salinity in the water and frequency 
of electricity passing through steel 
rods.  This model speculates on how 
this control could produce luxurious 
custom building components.  The 
experiment was operated by dipping 
a hardened string structure repeatedly 
into wax as the colour and heat were 
changed periodically.             

CoGarden landscape structure in-situ

Wax Models simulation of the biorock structures
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